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Abstract
This paper describes an architecture for intelligent agents derived from user models. The work extends our previous work on user modelling as a basis for various forms of customised systems. We make use of the um toolkit for representation, management and acquisition of the user models.

We have used um-models as the basis for customisation of a coaching system, a personalised hypertext for teaching C and a movie advisor. The system described here extends the application of such user models by constructing intelligent agents from domain-dependent parts of user models and distributing these agents to publication centres where they filter newly published objects.
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Introduction

In Kay (1994) we describe an architecture for the customisation and delivery of multimedia information to user systems. Part of that architecture involves filtering information objects as they are published at a publication centre and only forwarding information about “interesting” objects to the user. The filtering of object descriptions is carried out using information about the user from a user model.

Figure 1 shows the context in which our agents operate. Information from the user model, UM, is used to create filtering agents. These agents are then distributed to one or more publication centres where they are passed data objects for filtering. The data objects, such as movies or news stories, are created by a producer and published at the publication centre. The data objects include descriptors that are examined by the agent. If a data object is judged to be of interest to the user, the agent forwards a description of the object to the user system where the process may be repeated.

Figure 1. Context for um based filtering agents

We illustrate this discussion with examples from two domains: an advisor for movies and an individualised newscast system. The goal in the first example is to provide users with movies they are likely to enjoy, using a filter for new movies as they appear. In the second example, news items that are likely to interest the user are used to construct a customised news programme.
The filtering agents are charged with knowledge of the user in a particular domain. So, if announcements of new movies are being filtering, the agent has information about the user’s preferences for various genres and subjects. In the case of news stories information about the user’s preferences for sport news, local news, financial news, geographical source of news and others are held by the agent.

As the figure shows, there may be several agents involved in the filtering process. One critical division between such agents concerns the location of the agent and the knowledge of the user it holds. Sensitive information, that the users do not want available outside their local environment, is available only to local agents. So, for example, the user who enjoys violent, sexually explicit movies may not want this information to be available to agents that are exported.

Figure 1 also illustrates the process of publication. As well as the actual data (or a pointer to it) for the movie or news story, movie and news story objects include a set of descriptors giving information about the object. Publication involves a producer of information sending it to a publication centre in the form of an object where it is stored in a database and the descriptors passed to filtering agents.

Other objects may be published that contain further information about a previously published object. For example, they may be movie reviews, ratings by critics or stereotypes of popular preferences.

It is expected that many descriptors will be provided by the creators of the primary objects (movies or news items). For example, the cast, directors, subject and genre classifications, awards and the like are readily available.

However, there are many other descriptors that are not readily available but which could be very useful for filtering and selection. For example, if many people who enjoyed movie₁ also enjoyed movie₂ this could be useful for selecting movies where a user is known to have seen and enjoyed movie₁. Or, it may be that married men in their thirties tend to like the movies that are regarded as good by a certain critic. Another goal of our system is to gather this type of information from the agents as they do their work.

The actual filtering operation in our initial system is a simple pattern match of the descriptor names and their values.

**User access and control with agents**

The user modelling component of the system makes use of the um toolkit (Kay to appear). We want our agents to maintain the um philosophy of user control and access. As part of this, they need to be able to justify their actions.

This means that they should be able to explain why some movieᵢ was or was not offered to the user. The answer involves three main elements: the descriptors for the movie, the mechanism that uses these for filtering and the user model, as it was at the time the
filtering was done.

For example, if the agent’s record of preferred actors was the only factor in making the selection, a record of this and the relevant descriptors of this movie can be provided. This can be done by turning on such logging or by asking the agent via a query to justify its selection, as performed at the time of the actual selection.

This information can be presented to the user in a meaningful way. Our standard viewer (Cook 1994) for the user model can be used to display the relevant parts of it.

A separate display is needed for the movie descriptors: the same interface is appropriate for browsing the descriptions for the recommended movies.

The third part, the explanation for the filtering process is one of the elements that we require when the agent is constructed. For simple mechanisms, like our current pattern matching, it is adequate to provide text describing the process.

So far we have described the way we provide the user with the information needed to understand how a particular filtering action was done. If the user is to be in control of the process they must also be able to alter any of its three elements.

The user model can be amended via its viewer interface. The other two parts are less straightforward. Altering the filtering mechanism currently requires amending the code that is carried by the agent. This is clearly infeasible for most users. In the future we see it as desirable to build interfaces that support some customisation of the filtering mechanism.

The last element in the process, the movie descriptors, is more problematical. Users may disagree with these in several ways: they may consider that a descriptor does not apply or that its weighting is incorrect or they may consider that an important descriptor is missing. In the current implementation, the user can only indicate this type of problem by some informal mechanism, like mailing the producer of the information. In the longer term, we want to ensure that a producer can be automatically collect this type of feedback. It is a potentially invaluable source of improved information about the movies but it needs to be managed with care to ensure that malicious and frivolous users do not corrupt the movie descriptors.

**Architecture**

The architecture of the system is illustrated in Figure 2, which is a refinement of Figure 1.
**Objects**

Data objects and agents are represented in the system as a set of descriptors for the object followed by the data for the object.

The descriptors are stored as a set of attribute/value pairs in plain ASCII text. All objects have ID and TYPE attributes with the ID value being a globally unique identifier for the object and the TYPE value giving the type of the object. The TYPE value uses the MIME (Borenstein 1993 and Postel 1994) structure of `type/sub-type` and registered MIME types are used where possible (for example ‘audio/basic’ for a radio program). The object data can follow the description in the same data stream or the description may contain a pointer to the data. This format for objects is very similar to the SOIF (Summary Object Interchange Form) used by Harvest (Bowman 1994) with the exception that we allow the object data to be carried with the description.

For example, the following object is the movie ‘Alien’:
In this example, the actual data for the movie follows the descriptors. Alternatively, the descriptors may contain a pointer, in the form of a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI), to the actual data.

**Operation**

An information producer creates an object containing the raw data and descriptors and sends to a publication centre where it is added to the database with the publish operation.

Requests may be sent to the publication centre to publish, replace, delete or retrieve a copy of an object.

An agent generator program examines the user model (UM) and generates an agent object which it publishes at a publication centre.

An agent is written in the Python scripting language (Rossum 1991). A "safe" version of the Python execution environment is being developed to provide some measure of security by restricting the operations that can be performed by the Python script. Most file operations have been removed and a message sending primitive added.

Newly published objects are passed to registered agents which can examine the descriptors and data. An agent may then forward a copy of the complete object, or the descriptors alone to the user. Agents may also send email to any user or a message, in the form of an object, to any other agent.

An example of an agent object:
The code of the agent script, written in the python language, is contained in the data part of the object. The above example shows a fragment of the script for the object ‘agent86’.

**Object Transport**

Objects are moved from machine to machine using the TCPmsg (Kummerfeld 1992) message transfer system. This uses a simple protocol above a TCP/IP connection to carry arbitrary binary messages of any length between hosts.

**Object Management**

When an object is received at a machine, TCPmsg will pass it to an object manager program along with a set of operations and parameters.

The object manager recognises five operations: publish, replace, delete, retrieve and sendto.

The publish operation involves the object manager storing the object in a database, the replace operation replaces the object and the delete operation deletes an object from the database.

The publish and replace operations have an owner identifier as the single parameter. The object to be published or replaced carries its globally unique ID in the description part. The delete operation requires two parameters: the ID of the object to be deleted and an owner identifier. The retrieve operation has the ID of the required object as a single parameter.

The sendto operation requires two parameters: a regular expression describing what objects are to be sent the incoming object and the method (function) to be invoked within the agent script. The object manager searches the database for all agent objects that match the regular expression and have the required method. For each of the agent objects that match, the nominated function is then invoked and is passed the incoming object.
Movie advisor and individualised news system

In our prototype movie advisor and the individualised news service, descriptors for newly released items are created by hand and combined with the data for the item to form an object which is then published at a publication centre. We also use the system to publish news, current affairs and infotainment radio programmes. In other work (Kay 1994) we discuss a multicast technique for distribution of objects to publication centres.

Publication involves invoking the publish operation and the sendto operation to send the movie object to all agent objects that have the filter method. In our first implementation the filter method does a simple pattern match on descriptors to determine if the user is interested in the object. If the user is found to be interested, the agent invokes TCPmsg to publish a copy of the object at the user’s home system. This further distribution of the object may involve additional filtering by agents registered at the user’s home system where more information about the user may be available.

Conclusion and future work

The principal concern of this work is to extend the previous use of a user model to the creation of agents that are substantially driven by user modelling information.

We have constructed an object distribution and management system and represented agents and data items as objects. The data objects to be filtered contain a description of the data as well as the data itself or a pointer to the data. Filter agent objects contain executable scripts and a list of methods provided by the agent. As they are published, data objects are passed to filter agents which may choose to pass on the description of the data object to a user system.

One benefit of the agent approach to the task of remote filtering is that the user system determines how the filtering is carried out since it has complete control over the programming of the agent. It also allows filtering to be carried out remotely and doesn’t require all items or item descriptions to be forwarded to the user system. Filtering can be carried out in several stages allowing users to keep details of their personal preferences at the home system.

An important issue for user model based agents that we are now exploring is the question of how to split responsibilities between agents, especially if that interacts with the environment in complex ways. In particular, where parts of the user model are to leave the user’s own machine, it is important that the user appreciates just what information about them is being exported and is helped to understand potential implications of its use externally.

We consider that it is very difficult to guarantee protection of this information. This is precisely why we have designed an architecture that uses multi-level filtering with one layer being on the user’s machine. We consider that sensitive information should be kept there.
We are also investigating another class of agents that analyse filtering agents to build up useful stereotype information for use by filtering agents. This should be able to identify patterns of user preferences, or user communities (Orwant, 1994 user modeling).

Our approach to filtering combines a number of elements: user models and associated tools; a flexible and simple object representation of agents that uses a secure scripting language to define its functionality; and transport based on TCPmsg. The whole system maintains the philosophy that users should be able to understand and control agents that act on their behalf.
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